EIFL has partnered with Enago to provide discounted pricing for their editing services for authors from 31 EIFL partner countries, in order to help authors prepare a better manuscript before submitting it to a journal for publication. Authors can sign up for Enago Services via the dedicated Enago EIFL web portal where they can select their chosen service at a discounted price.

EDITING SERVICES

Copy Editing
Our professional Copy Editing services are designed for quality-conscious authors requiring a thorough language check of their articles.

Service Features:
- Language and Grammar Check
- Style and Consistency
- Technical Accuracy
- Formatting

Optional Service At Additional Cost:

- **Edit Unlimited** for 120 days *EXCLUSIVE*
  Get your paper edited unlimited times until you are satisfied.
  - Editor Q&A
  - Certificate of Editing (CoE)

Substantive Editing
Substantive Editing, our top-tier premium service, is specifically tailored to meet the needs of the global scientific research community.

Service Features:
Includes all Copy Editing features

Optional Service At Additional Cost:

- **Rejection Shield** for 365 days *EXCLUSIVE*
  Get your manuscript and responses to reviewers checked and edited.
  - Edit Unlimited for 365 days
  - Editor Q&A
  - Certificate of Editing (CoE)

ASSURED SECURITY AND AVAILABILITY

- Robust data security
  256-bit SSL encryption
- 24-hour availability
  always at your service
- Secured payment
  flexible payment options

Discounted prices are applicable to EIFL authors from the following countries: Albania, Armenia, Botswana, Congo, Estonia, Ethiopia, Fiji, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Kosovo, Laos, Latvia, Lesotho, North Macedonia, Malawi, Maldives, Moldova, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Palestine, Senegal, Serbia, Slovenia, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Ukraine, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
ABOUT OUR EDITORS

Only editors who attain Enago’s high editorial quality standards are a part of our editorial team. Through this system, we ensure both quality and consistency of services for all our authors.

**Native editors**
from UK, USA, Australia, Canada

**Professional editors**
strictly no students

**PhD, Master’s only**
2,000+ editors

**19.4+ years**
of average editing experience

WHAT MAKES OUR EDITORIAL TEAM THE BEST

**Specialized Subject Area Matching**
A paper in Neurology will be edited by an editor who is an MD in Neurology, not by a specialist in Medical Sciences

**“Two-Editor” System (100% Adherence)**
Every manuscript is reviewed by two highly skilled editors to guarantee consistency and optimum quality

Make your own editorial team with Enago!
If you're happy with the editing of your paper, you can “like” the editor in our system. We'll assign future assignments to the same editor if they're available.

**Service Guarantee**
For any service you opt, you can count on us for expertise, accuracy, and care. Our stringent systems and processes, experienced editors, and certified quality management system help us in delivering this promise to our authors. We guarantee that all assignments will be delivered on time and with the best quality. On a rare occasion if rejection occurs due to any language issue, we will take full responsibility of re-editing the paper for resubmission at no additional cost.